
TRAC Internship (8 weeks)
( Teacher Research Associate )

David Ruth
Fermilab - Summer 2019  🔗



Mentor:
Mike Wang

Thank You !

Coding Club:
Beau Harrison

TRAC Coordinators: 
Harry Cheung & Angela Fava

AI support: 
Brian Nord



Preparation (week 0)
Machine Learning Crash Course

with TensorFlow APIs 🔗



Fermilab Introduction (week 1)
Badging, Safety, Services, etc
Mentor meetings and project briefing



Project Focus (week 1-8)
"Fast Machine Learning Inference 
Algorithms for Data Acquisition"

  🔗

Benchmark inference speeds of ML models
 running on low-cost edge devices for

neutrino signal detection



Project Focus (week 1)

Why?















Project Focus (week 1-8)
Why is fast inference important?

● Massive amounts of data
● Not feasible to store every event

( ≈1M wires transmitting data
  every several μs )



ML with Keras (week 1-2)
Introduction to 1D Convolutional Neural 
Networks in Keras for Time Sequences

using TensorFlow as a backend 🔗

Use stable accelerometer data from an iPhone to infer whether 
the carrier is walking, jogging, sitting, etc.



Anaconda Env (week 1-2)
The Anaconda IDE and the Spyder editor 
recommended for ML models in Python

🔗



Data Visualization (week 3)
Write an original program in Java to 

render graphs of simulated waveform data 
from the DUNE LArTPC detectors



Benchmarking (week 4)
Evaluate the Keras model with 
test data on the CPU and GPU 
to compare inference times

Document my process to share 
with future researchers 🔗



Edge TPU (week 5-6)
Convert the Keras models to run on the 

Coral USB Accelerator  🔗 

Get my Linux chops back in shape



Quantization (week 6)
Trials and tribulations with the attempts to convert 
our Keras model to a Quantized model so it can be 

compiled to run on the Edge TPU

Quantization-Aware Training (white paper from Google)  🔗



Quantization (week 6)



Rewrite Model (week 7)

Rewrite the code in the Keras model to read 
simulated waveform data and train it to infer 

whether a given time sequence 
is a signal or just noise





Rewrite Model (week 7)

Reworked  Keras model …

How did it do?







Rewrite Model again (week 8)

Rewrite the code in the Keras model to read 
simulated waveform data with 4492 time ticks 

(as opposed to the 100 from the previous iteration)

Success .. ???

WEEK 8 AIN'T OVER YET !!



Main Takeaway (week 9-∞)
Demystified Machine Learning

Gained a fundamental working knowledge
My Experience ??


